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Trinity: An Air-Shower Imaging Instrument to
detect Ultrahigh Energy Neutrinos
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Trinity is a proposed air-shower imaging system optimized for the detection of earth-skimming
ultrahigh energy tau neutrinos with energies between 107 GeV and 1010 GeV. Trinity will pur-
sue three major scientific objectives. 1) It will narrow in on possible source classes responsible
for the astrophysical neutrino flux measured by IceCube. 2) It will help find the sources of
ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays (UHECR) and understand the composition of UHECR. 3) It
will test fundamental neutrino physics at the highest energies.
Trinity uses the imaging technique, which is well established and successfully used by the
very high-energy gamma-ray community (CTA, H.E.S.S., MAGIC, and VERITAS) and the
UHECR community (Telescope Array, Pierre Auger).
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Fig. 1: Production of ultrahigh energy neutrinos via the collision of cosmic microwave back-
ground photons with ultrahigh energy cosmic-ray protons.

1 Science Goals and Objectives: Opening the UHE neutrino band

The last ten years have brought us the stunning capabilities of detecting gravitational waves
and astrophysical high-energy neutrinos. With these new windows opened to the universe, we
witness the dawn of multimessenger astrophysics and its enormous potential. For example
follow-up observations in the electromagnetic spectrum of a GW-detected merger of two
neutron stars identified them as the origin of short GRBs and places where efficient element
synthesis takes place (r-process) [1, 2] (see also a white paper [3]). Another example of the
potential of multimessenger astrophysics is the recent evidence that blazars are a source
of neutrinos; a conclusion made possible by combining neutrino observations with very-
high energy gamma-ray observations [4, 5]. Opening a new window to the universe and
combining it with other windows will always result in stunning new views, which are not
possible otherwise.

One window that is still closed is the ultrahigh energy (UHE) neutrino window (>
107GeV), which is adjacent to the high-energy neutrino band where the IceCube team de-
tected an astrophysical neutrino flux. Recent advances in technology and experimental tech-
niques make new UHE instruments feasible, which have sensitivities that tap into expected
UHE neutrino fluxes. Trinity promises to be one such new UHE neutrino detector.

The IceCube detection of astrophysical neutrinos raises a number of interesting questions
that are potentially answered by neutrino observations at higher energies: What are the
astrophysical sources of these neutrinos [6–8] (see also a white paper [9])? What is the
multimessenger connection among neutrinos, UHE cosmic rays and gamma rays (see [6, 10,
11])? Are blazars really a source of the IceCube detected neutrinos [e.g. 12, 13]? What other
types of astrophysical neutrino sources are there? In order to address these questions, it is
particularly important to extend the spectral measurements of the astrophysical neutrino flux
to higher energies and to reconstruct the arrival direction of neutrinos with better angular
resolution. Trinity promises to explore the high-energy end of the diffuse neutrino spectrum
discovered in IceCube and to reveal their connection with gamma rays and UHE cosmic rays.

But, hunting down IceCube neutrinos and probing their source physics is not the only
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science case for UHE neutrino detectors; the long-standing quest to understand the compo-
sition and the sources of UHE cosmic rays is another one [14, 15]. The connection between
neutrinos and cosmic rays is made when UHE cosmic rays interact with cosmic background
radiation [16]. The number of neutrinos produced in these interactions depends on the com-
position of the cosmic rays, redshift evolution of the sources, and the maximum energy of
UHE cosmic rays [e.g. 17]. While recent measurements with UHE cosmic-ray experiments
favor a heavier composition [e.g. 18–22], which leads to pessimistic fluxes of cosmogenic
neutrinos [e.g. 23–25], the details of the neutrino-flux predictions depend on the galactic-
extragalactic transition model. For example, higher fluxes are predicted if an extragalactic
component emerges around the second knee at ∼ 1017 eV [11, 26–28].

The benchmark upper bound flux of astrophysical neutrinos from the sources of UHE
nuclei is a few 10−9GeVcm−2 s−1 sr−1, which is within Trinity’s reach [29]. The energy range
covered by Trinity is critical to study the galactic-extragalactic transition in the cosmic-ray
spectrum and the transition from source neutrinos to cosmogenic neutrinos. More impor-
tantly, UHE neutrino observations will provide a unique handle to constrain source models of
UHE cosmic rays by combining them in a multimessenger approach with GeV-TeV gamma-
ray and UHE cosmic-ray data. Furthermore, a combination of UHE neutrino measurements
with proton measurements obtained with next-generation UHE cosmic-ray observatories (e.g.
AugerPrime) would allow one to simultaneously constrain the UHE proton fraction and
source evolution [30].

The third science case is tests of neutrino physics at the highest energies, which could
potentially hint at new physics beyond the standard model [see white papers 31–33]. One ap-
proach would be to compare neutrino fluxes measured with experiments that are sensitive to
different neutrino flavors. In that context it is noteworthy that experiments geared toward
measuring extraterrestrial neutrinos have already provided numerous important contribu-
tions to neutrino physics [e.g. 34–39]. UHE neutrinos can be used as an important probe of
beyond Standard Model physics, neutrino cross sections [e.g. 32, 40], and superheavy dark
matter [e.g. 32, 41–44]. Adding to the discovery potential for new physics is the detection
of neutrino candidates with ANITA, which have signatures expected from air showers but
seem to contradict the current understanding of neutrino physics [e.g., 33, 45–49].

Addressing any of the above question requires a differential sensitivity in the UHE band
of a few 10−9GeVcm−2 s−1 sr−1. Trinity will reach this sensitivity (see Figure 2).

2 Technical Overview

Trinity - architecture Trinity is a system of air-shower imaging telescopes that is installed
at an altitude of 2 km - 3 km. All telescopes of the system point at the horizon, cover the
entire azimuthal range, and take images of particle showers, which are the result of tau
neutrinos interacting inside the Earth. In the baseline design, six telescopes, each with a
60◦ field of view, monitor 360◦ in azimuth, which results in the sensitivity shown in figure 2.
Such an azimuthal coverage and sensitivity can be achieved by either deploying all telescopes
at one site or distributing the telescopes to different sites.
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Figure 2: Sensitivity of Trinity and
other proposed experiments with flux
measurements and recent limits. The
sensitivities are quoted for an all flavour
neutrino flux and three years of obser-
vation. For Trinity a 20% duty cycle is
assumed. Figure from [50].

Key performance requirement: Imaging of air showers Trinity ’s task is to image parti-
cle showers in the atmosphere (air showers). The concept is illustrated on the cover page. A
tau neutrino interacts inside the Earth and produces a tau, which emerges from the ground
and starts a particle shower in the lower atmosphere. Electrons and muons produced in
electron neutrino and muon neutrino interactions, respectively, seldom generate air showers.
The telescopes of Trinity take an image of the air shower by collecting Cherenkov and fluo-
rescence light that is produced by the shower particles. Based on the characteristics of the
image, the arrival direction and the energy of the neutrino can be reconstructed.

Air-shower imaging is an established technique, which is used with imaging atmospheric
Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs) like H.E.S.S. [51], MAGIC [52], and VERITAS [53]. It is also
applied by the ultrahigh-energy cosmic ray (UHECR) community in the Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory [54] and Telescope Array [55]. The imaging technique has excellent discriminatory
power to distinguish between particle-shower images and spuriously triggered events, which
result from noise and fluctuations in ambient photon backgrounds.

Imaging air showers from earth-skimming neutrinos has been proposed in the late 90s
[56]. The most recent limits on the UHE neutrino flux where the imaging technique has
been applied come from the MAGIC collaboration [57]. That study underlines the intrinsic
robustness of the imaging technique and its general feasibility to pursue UHE neutrino
physics. But the MAGIC limits are not competitive because they are the result of a limited,
30 hour long exposure. Another limiting factor is the restricted angular acceptance of MAGIC
(3◦). The design and operation of Trinity, on the other hand, is optimized for the detection
of earth-skimming tau neutrinos and does not have these limitations.

Trinity achieves a competitive sensitivity by being able to detect a sufficient amount of
light from an air shower that is induced by a neutrino with an energy as low as 107GeV and
that can be as far away as 200 km. The expected three year, all flavor sensitivity of Trinity
is depicted in figure 2. In achieving the projected sensitivity, Trinity will perform similarly
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to other proposed UHE detectors and observe complementary parts of the sky.

2.1 Instrument Requirements and Implementation

The instrument requirements for Trinity are the results of a detailed study [50] and the
experience gained by working with Cherenkov telescopes. The key parameters of the system
are summarized in table 1.

Tab. 1: Main system requirements for Trinity
Parameter Value
Duty cycle 20% (1800 hours per year)
Effective light collection surface > 10m2

Vertical field of view 5◦
Azimuthal field of view 360◦
Pixel size 0.3◦

Sensitive wavelength range 340 nm - 900 nm
Readout sampling speed 100 mega-samples per second
Readout amplitude resolution 1 photoelectron
Dynamic Range 1000 photoelectrons

The design of the optics and the readout of Trinity follows that of any air-shower imaging
system. Each telescope of the system consists of a mirror that collects light from the air
shower and projects it onto a camera, which takes an image of the air shower. The pixels of
the camera are fast, single photon detecting light sensors – silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) in
the case of Trinity. All pixels are connected to a common readout system, which determines
when the camera has recorded a useful image and saves the image to disk.

Adding to the instrument requirements is the desire to keep operating costs minimal.
That is accomplished by operating remotely and minimizing the need for maintenance. That
air-shower imaging systems can be run remotely is demonstrated by the FACT team, which
has been operating a Cherenkov telescope for almost ten years [58]. The need for maintenance
is minimized by implementing ruggedized mirror technologies that have been developed by
the Cherenkov telescope community and are being used in the Cherenkov Telescope Array
(CTA). The reflectivity of these mirrors degrades only a few percent each year, even though
they are not protected from the elements. Also minimizing the need for maintenance is the
use of SiPMs, which are known to not age even after several years of use unlike classical
photomultipliers [58].

Optics Trinity is a system of several telescopes. In order to achieve a large field of view in
azimuth and thus minimize the number of telescopes, it is planned to implement the optics
developed for MACHETE [59]. That optics delivers a 5◦ field of view in the vertical and a
60◦ field of view in azimuth. Figure 3 shows a scaled version of MACHETE that meets the
requirements for Trinity. It achieves an optical point spread function of 0.3◦ and provides a
16m2 light collection surface everywhere in the field of view.
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Figure 3: Optical design
of one Trinity telescope.
The focal length is 5.6m.
The light collecting sur-
face of 4m×17m is tessel-
lated with 1m×1m sized
mirror elements. Each of
the 3,300 pixel in the fo-
cal plane (red) has a size of
19mm×19mm and accepts
light from a 4m×4m large
portion of the light collect-
ing surface.

Camera The camera of a Trinity telescope is equipped with 3,300 silicon photomultipliers
(SiPMs). SiPMs perfectly match the Cherenkov spectrum, which is heavily attenuated in
the blue and peaks in the red [50]. SiPMs offer a variety of additional advantages like no
aging, bias voltages of less than 100V, no damage when exposed to daylight even when under
bias. For the amplification of the SiPM signals and the adjustment of the SiPM bias voltages
it is planned to use an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), called MUSIC [60].
MUSIC was specifically developed to be used with SiPMs in air-shower imaging applications.

The readout system has to be capable of sampling the SiPM signals with a speed of
at least 100 megasamples per second or faster and a resolution of at least 8 bit. Such a
slow sampling speed is sufficient because Cherenkov photons arrive over tens of nanoseconds
when an air shower is viewed under an angle of several degrees [50]. Commercially available
readout systems that meet these requirements are readily available.

Presently, it is planned to adopt the AGET readout for Trinity, a switch-capacitor-array
based system [61]. A Cherenkov telescope camera that uses SiPMs and the AGET system is
presently under development for a balloon-borne Cherenkov telescope [62]. It is planned to
use the same system for Trinity with minor adjustments like scaling the pixel size to fit the
larger plate scale of the Trinity optics. Each Trinity pixel is composed of a non-imaging light
concentrator made from UV transparent acrylic with an entrance area of 19mm×19mm that
is coupled to a 9mm×9mm SiPM.

Data volume: The expected data rate is dominated by accidental triggers, which are
caused by fluctuations in the ambient photon background at the trigger threshold. The
trigger threshold thus defines the data rate and is adjusted such that the trigger rate is a
few events per second. For the sensitivity calculation shown in figure 2 the assumed trigger
threshold results in an accidental trigger rate of one event per second. For the estimated data
volume an accidental trigger rate of ten events per second is assumed. The rate of cosmic-
rays will be much lower. Each triggered event generates about 1 kB of data resulting in about
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30MB of data in a typical observing night. A larger amount of data will be accumulated by
the slow control, which monitors the health of the instrument and by the surveillance of the
vicinity around the telescope. The generated data volume is small.

2.2 Calibration

Camera calibration During prototyping and commissioning, the pixel linearity, angular
response and pixel gain of Trinity ’s camera must be characterised. However, due to varia-
tions in ambient conditions such as temperature or ambient background-photon intensities,
this initial characterisation needs to be routinely updated. Such a monitoring of Trinity’s
camera performance will be achieved with compact, on-structure calibration systems. Based
on CTA prototypes [e.g. 63], such a system will be capable of emitting pulses of different
wavelengths with durations of 4 nanoseconds, across a large dynamic range (from 0.1 to 1000
photoelectrons).

Atmospheric calibration Reconstructing the neutrino’s energy from the recorded air-
shower image requires adequate monitoring of the extinction in the atmosphere. Atmo-
spheric extinction measurements over large distances can be achieved through a number of
complimentary methods, such as continually monitoring the intensity of stars close to the
horizon and monitoring the return and reflected signal from a pulsed laser fired into the
direction of the air shower (a lidar). In addition, new unmanned aircraft technology allow us
to fly calibrated reference light sources at a range of distances from Trinity to periodically
cross-calibrate these complimentary methods [e.g. 64]). We note however, that a complete
calibration concept still needs to be developed.

2.3 Site and Infrastructure Requirements

Site Air showers initiated by earth-skimming neutrinos typically develop in the lower at-
mosphere [50]. To be able to record these air showers, which can develop in a distance
of 200 km and whose light is heavily absorbed inside a haze layer, which extends from the
ground to an altitude of 1 km to 2 km, Trinity has to be located above the haze layer. An
additional site requirement is that artificial light sources are kept to a minimum inside the
telescopes field of view. Less critical are the sky conditions; clouds at high altitudes, i.e.
several kilometers above ground do not affect the duty cycle of the experiment. Suitable
sites are located for example in Utah. A proper site search has not yet been conducted.

Even though Trinity will be remotely operated, infrequent access will be required to
visually inspect the system and conduct maintenance.

Buildings The Trinity telescopes will be located in buildings like the fluorescence detectors
of the Pierre Auger Observatory or Telescope Array to protect them from the elements but
also to prevent the sun from damaging the telescopes during sunset and sunrise.

Power The power consumption of Trinity will be about 4 kW during observation. The
estimate is based on measurements of main components in the signal chain, which amounts
to 2.5 kW. The remaining 1.5 kW are needed for computing and auxiliary equipment.
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Internet connection For remote operation and data transfer a remote connection will be
required with a minimum speed of 20 Mbps, e.g. a 4G LTE connection.

2.4 Public-Private Partnership

A public-private partnership is not anticipated for construction and operation.

3 Technology Drivers

No new technologies need to be developed for Trinity. The project will however benefit from
ongoing developments of mirror technologies and SiPM technologies, which might become
available by the time construction starts.

4 Organization, Partnerships, and Current Status

Trinity is a small enough project to be constructed and run by a collaboration of university
groups. A formal collaboration with an appropriate governance structure does not yet exist
but will be established when funding will be sought for construction. All authors have stated
their interest to participate in the project. They bring to the table extensive experience in the
construction and operation of air-shower imaging instruments like CTA, H.E.S.S., MAGIC,
the Pierre Auger Observatory, and VERITAS. Some have more than 20 years of experience
in the field. The present group has experts for every aspect of the instrument, i.e. the optical
system including mirror fabrication, silicon photomultipliers, frontend electronics, and data
acquisition. The majority of the participating groups are based at US research institutes
– Colorado School of Mines; Georgia Tech; UC Berkeley, SSL; Penn State; University of
Delaware; and the University of Iowa. Groups participating from outside the US are INFN
Padova, Italy and Durham University, UK.

5 Schedule

Development A five year development cycle is needed to finalize the design of the tele-
scopes, construction of a prototype telescope and construction of the final instrument and
infrastructure on site. It is assumed that an appropriate site has been determined before the
start of the development cycle.

Year 1 and year 2: Design of the optical support structure of the telescope and construction
of a prototype with mirrors by the end of year one. In parallel, a prototype camera will
be developed. The electronics for the camera already exists but some development work is
needed to integrate the SiPMs and the non-imaging light concentrators. The third activity is
the development of on-site infrastructure, which includes power, data link, and construction
of the building for one telescopes. At the end of year 2 a prototype telescope is installed on
site.
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Year 3: Commissioning of the prototype telescope. Revision of the telescope design at the
end of year 3.

Year 4 and year 5: Start of science operation with the prototype telescope. Successive
deployment of the remaining telescopes and integration into science operation.

Operational lifetime: After deployment of the complete system, the operational lifetime
will be three years in order to achieve the sensitivity in figure 2. Continued operations will
depend on the scientific results achieved in the first three years.

6 Cost Estimate

The most up-to-date cost estimate for Trinity construction and 3-year operation brings it to a
total budget that is under $7.4M ($4.5M for construction and < $2.9M for 3-year operation).
This puts Trinity in the category of small ground-based experiments, which are defined as
having expected overall costs (including operations and science) that are less than $20M
over an operation period of three years. The cost estimate has been updated in June 2019
for the fiscal year 2020. The estimate is based on quotations where possible and based on
experience gained in the construction of the Cherenkov telescopes CTA, MAGIC, VERITAS
elsewhere.

6.1 Construction

The costs for constructions are summarized in table 2 and discussed in the following.

Tab. 2: Cost estimate for the construction of six telescopes.

Item Cost

Camera & readout $2,000,000
Optics $1,000,000
On-site computing $100,000
Infrastructure $1,400,000

Total costs of Trinity : $4,500,000

Camera and readout The majority of the components for the camera and readout are com-
mercially available. One exception is the frontend electronics – signal amplification, SiPM
housekeeping, temperature monitoring, single pixel trigger, which requires the development
of a custom printed circuit board, which integrates the MUSIC chip.

The application of MUSIC, SiPMs, and the AGET readout system results in significant
cost savings and a per channel costs of $100. For the whole system, i.e. 20,000 channels, the
cost for cameras will be $2M.
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Figure 4: Prototype mirrors produced with the
thin glass replica method. The mirror has a
diameter from edge to edge of 1.5m. The mir-
rors for Trinity will be square with a length of
0.5m to 1m.

Optics The optical system is divided into the mirrors, the structure that holds the mirrors,
and the non-imaging light concentrators, which attach to the SiPMs. The light-collecting
surface of the telescope is tesselated with 1m2 mirrors, see figure 3. Several technologies
exist to produce mirrors of the required size and adequate optical quality. One of them is
the thin foil glass replica technology. Figure 4 shows a 1.5m diameter mirror produced in
that technology for CTA. The point spread function of that mirror is 0.05◦, much below the
intrinsic 0.3◦ resolution of the MACHETE optics. The cost of the thin film foil glass replica
technology is $2k/m2 or $600k to complete all Trinity telescopes. The mechanical structure
to support the mirrors and the camera is estimated to be $25k per telescope or $150k for all
telescopes. The light concentrators are $15 each or $250k for all pixels, which includes the
mold to fabricate them.

On-site computing Computing is needed to control the system and save the data to disk.
A redundant computing architecture is envisioned for on site computing, with a primary
and secondary server. Because not much storage is required, $100k should be sufficient for
computing. A detailed cost estimate has not yet been performed for the computing.

Infrastructure On-site infrastructure includes buildings to host the telescopes and the
computing infrastructure. It also includes fencing, a data link, calibration infrastructure,
and power. The infrastructure costs are the least developed in part because a proper site
search is still pending. For the time being, a conservative approach is taken to estimate
the infrastructure costs. For the estimate we assume a site that is accessible with heavy
equipment and has no existing infrastructure. Power (40kWh per day) has to be generated
on site either with a wind turbine, solar, or a combination of both with a generator as backup.
Costs for power including installation are estimated to be $200k. The costs of buildings and
fences are estimated to be $1M. Data link and calibration infrastructure are estimated to be
$200k.

6.2 Operational costs

Expenses to run the experiment are mainly to support graduate students and postdoctoral
researchers, who analyze data and maintain the instrument. A small amount of funding will
be needed for materials and supplies to maintain the operation of the instrument. Because
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Trinity will be operated remotely, a permanent on-site presence of technical staff is not
necessary. The operational costs are summarized in table 3.

Tab. 3: Operational costs per year

Item Cost

6 graduate students $400,000
4 Postdoctoral researchers $400,000
Technical support staff $50,000
On-site travel $40,000
Hardware maintenance $60,000

Total per year: $950,000

Monthly maintenance visits are necessary to visually inspect the instrument and its
vicinity as well as upgrade and repair components of the instrument. These visits will be
mostly carried out by faculty, postdoctoral researchers and graduate students. And they will
serve as an important part of the training of the next generation of experimental astroparticle
physicists.

Decommissioning costs of about $400k cover the removal of the instruments and support
buildings. Unusual decommissioning costs are not expected.
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